1. Locate the task bar in the bottom right corner of your desktop.

2. Select the Wi-Fi signal, fill correct password and enter the network security key.

3. Ultra fast wireless AC network at 5G 867 Mbps or 2.4G (300 Mbps).

4. Support Bluetooth® 4.0 Low Power Consumption.

5. Screen the antennas included directly to wireless network. The position of antennas can be adjusted to improve wireless reception. Reboot your computer after any change to antennas.

6. Can't find “Intel® Dual Band Wireless-AC 7265” and “Intel® Wireless Bluetooth®” but can find   “Intel® Dual Band Wireless-AC 7265” and Bluetooth®” under “Other Device” in “Device Manager.”

7. External Wi-Fi antenna for better wireless connection.

8. Detachable antenna design for more powerful antenna signal strength.

9. Compatible with IEEE 802.11ac-compliant devices.

10. Signal strength double than Basic Edition. It will provide best audio transmission.

11. High performance chipset make sure you connectivity is safe and stable. Windows certified software runs more time you can change the direction of the antenna to get more powerful signal.

12. FS-AC1200 Pro Edition packed with 12dBi antenna and build on different driver files. Most of the other possibilities are the antenna was not correctly placed in the 9 pin USB Interface or the Bluetooth data cable not placed in the right slot. If do not want to use Bluetooth function completely ignore this step.

13. Analytical Note

   Means your system may have been deleted few files during an update. You can back up the Bluetooth data cable again. If you can't find “Intel® Wireless Bluetooth®” but can find "Intel® Dual Band Wireless-AC 7265” and Bluetooth®” under “Other Device” in “Device Manager.”

   This PC (Win 10, 8.1, 8) system and few Windows 10, 8.1, 8 systems do not need any driver equipped with Bluetooth in versions later than Win7 and Win 10 (64bit b0.10.3).

   If need it worry follow steps install the software. Device will recognize the Bluetooth driver and install the software automatically.

   Note: FS-A2 change a high power antenna.

   Notes:

   - Windows 10, 8.1, 8, 7 (32/64bit) systems.
   - Get the newest driver and more software please visit https://downloadcenter.intel.com and search "Intel® Dual Band Wireless-AC 7265".
   - Get the newest software please visit https://downloadcenter.intel.com and search "Intel® Wireless Bluetooth®".

   FebSmart designed by Intel chipset so it means you can use FS-AC1200 designed by Intel 7265 network card. The other possibility is the antenna was not correctly placed in the 9 pin USB Interface or the Bluetooth data cable not placed in the right slot. If do not want to use Bluetooth function completely ignore this step.

   The other possibility is the antenna was not correctly placed in the 9 pin USB Interface or the Bluetooth data cable not placed in the right slot. If do not want to use Bluetooth function completely ignore this step.